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ABSTRACT

O

rganocatalysts have attracted enormous interest in the water-crosslinking reaction in silane-grafted polyolefins
(SGPOs) system owing to their simplicity, low toxicity and environmentally benign nature compared to the
organotin catalysts most commonly used in the SGPOs system. We focus on organophosphorus compounds including
four structure types as organocatalysts; phosphoric acids, phosphoric esters, phosphine oxides and phosphine. Their
catalytic activities for the water-crosslinking reaction in the 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane grafted ethylenepropylene copolymer (EPR-g-MTMS) system were evaluated using the ATR-FTIR technique and the gel-fraction
method. Phosphine oxides, phosphoric acids and phosphoric esters possessing an O=PR3 or O=P(OR’)3 unit were
found to be an excellent catalyst for the water-crosslinking reaction in the EPR-g-MTMS system, while phosphine
(PR3) showed no catalytic activity on the water-crosslinking reaction in this system, indicating that the phosphoryl
(P=O) unit plays an important role on the catalytic performance of these compounds. In comparison, phosphine
oxides showed considerably higher catalytic activities than phosphoric acids/esters. Density functional theory (DFT)
calculations demonstrated that the difference in catalytic activity could be attributed to an electron density at P=O unit
making the activation for water through hydrogen-bonding. Finally, a possible catalytic mechanism for phosphoryl
compounds in the EPR-g-MTMS system was proposed on the basis of these results and the SN2-Si pathway in silicate
sol-gel chemistry. Polyolefins J (2021) 8: 49-62
Keywords: Phosphoryl compounds; water-crosslinking reaction; silane-grafting polyolefin; organocatalyst; hydrogen bonding.

INTRODUCTION
Polyolefins (POs) are the largest-volume family of
commercially important high-tonnage thermoplastic
polymers. POs can be extruded into various types of
products such as cables, pipes and films, while it is
limited their services temperature to a lower level due
to their low melt viscosity [1]. The conversion of the
more or less linear structure of the POs into a three-dimensional structure was achieved by crosslinking. The
*
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chemical crosslinking not only drastically improves a
large number of properties such as thermomechanical
properties, chemical and stress cracking resistance but
also imparts to POs new useful properties such as shape
memory. Ever since the development by Scott et al. in
the 1970s [2], the water-crosslinkable silane-grafted
polyolefins (SGPOs) have gained increasing attention
from polymer industry due to the energy saving, low
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cost and high productivity [3-6]. Nowadays, SGPOs
are used as key materials in the adhesive, sealant and
coating technologies [7-8]. The water-crosslinking
reaction occurs with hydrolysis and condensation reactions of alkoxysilane groups grafted on polyolefin
backbones (Scheme 1) [9]. Even without any catalysts,
the water-crosslinking reaction of SGPOs generally
progresses in a slow manner. Therefore, catalysts for
both hydrolysis and condensation reactions are necessary to promote the curing time and achieve the fully
crosslinked materials. Organotin compounds (OTCs),
such as a dibutyltin dilaurate or a dioctyltin dilaurate
act as the catalysts to accelerate the water-crosslinking reaction in the SGPOs system [10-11]. However,
OTCs are known to be toxic at relatively low levels
of exposure, not only to marine invertebrates but also
for mammals and other animals. Considering their
strong toxic effects, the ban was already adopted in
Europe and then finally by all the member countries
of the United Nations Marine Environment Protection
Committee. Therefore, there is a great need for a new
eco-friendly catalytic system without OTCs in order
to anticipate stronger limitations in the coming years.
In the field of silicate sol-gel science, the development of the organocatalysts for hydrolysis and condensation reactions of alkoxysilanes is one of the
continuous motivations [12-13]. Several types of
the organocatalysts, including Bronsted/Lewis acids
or bases catalysts, have been utilized and proven to
provide a beneficial metal-free sol-gel process for application in the biomedical and electronic fields. In
particular, the organocatalytic sol-gel reaction of alkoxysilanes has been studied using organic acids such
as carbonyl acids [14] and sulfonic acids [15], as well
as organic bases such as amines [16], amidines [17],
guanidines [18] and phosphazene [19]. Among them,
it is well-known that P4-t-Bu phosphazenes, which are
the strong Lewis bases, play as the efficiency catalysts
and promote the sol-gel reaction. The success of the

Scheme 1. Water-crosslinking reaction pathway in silanegrafted polyolefin system.
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organocatalytic silicate sol-gel reaction has inspired
us to apply them in the water-crosslinking reaction
of SGPOs resins and develop a convenient method to
control the crosslinking rate and density.
In this study, we focus on the organophosphorus compounds containing the phosphoryl (P=O)
functional group as candidates of new catalysts for
the water-crosslinking reaction in SGPOs system. The
organophosphorus compounds have been intensively investigated as the organocatalysts for several
reactions [20-22] due to their highly dipolar and Lewis basicity [23-24]. Because Lewis basic P=O group
plays as a proton-acceptor, it is well known that the
phosphoryl compounds show the excellent catalytic
performance for silylations of primary alcohols
under the mild conditions [25-26]. Additionally, the
organophosphorus compounds have many advantages
over the above-mentioned organocatalysts for silicate
sol-gel reaction. Note that the most significant point
of the organophosphorus compounds is to enable to
effectively catalyze the water-crosslinking reaction
because of their low acidity, low toxicity, and sufficient
chemical stability [27-28]. These properties are highly
attractive for the industrial application to avoid the
damage on the human and environment, which occurs
in the case of using the strong acidic/basic catalysts.
The goal of this study is to explore novel organocatalytic systems for the water-crosslinking reaction
in SGPOs system using the organophosphorus compounds with various structures listed in Scheme 2.
Herein, the catalytic performances of four different
organophosphorus compounds (phosphonic acids,
phosphoric esters and phosphine oxides, which are
phosphoryl compounds general formula (O=P(OR’)3
or O=PR3), and phosphine, which is organophosphorous compounds without P=O unit (PR3)) on
the water-crosslinking reaction in 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane-grafted ethylene-propylene
copolymer (EPR-g-MTMS) system were evaluated
using ATR-FTIR technique and gel fraction measurement of crosslinked polymers. Kinetic investigations
demonstrated that the phosphoryl compounds, in
particular methyl(diphenyl)phosphine oxide, showed
excellent catalytic activity for the water-crosslinking
reaction in tested system. Additionally, density
functional theory (DFT) calculations and molecular
Polyolefins Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1 (2021)
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(Tokyo, Japan), >98%), phenyl phosphate (MPPE, TCI
(Tokyo, Japan), >99%), diphenyl phosphate (DPPE,
TCI (Tokyo, Japan), >99%), triphenyl phosphate
(TPPE, TCI (Tokyo, Japan), >99%), triphenylphosphine oxide (TPPO, TCI (Tokyo, Japan), >98%),
methyl(diphenyl)phosphine oxide (CH3-DPPO, TCI
(Tokyo, Japan), >98%), diphenylphosphinic chloride (Cl-DPPO, TCI (Tokyo, Japan), >98%), diphenylphosphine oxide (H-DPPO, TCI (Tokyo, Japan),
>98%), triphenylphosphine (TPP, TCI (Tokyo, Japan), >95%), 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane
(MTMS, Aldrich (Penn., USA), 98%), dicumylperoxide (DCP, Aldrich (Penn., USA), 98%), xylene (Nacalai Tesque (Kyoto, Japan), >80%), acetone (Nacalai
Tesque (Kyoto, Japan), >99%) and methanol (Nacalai
Tesque (Kyoto, Japan), >99%) were used as received.

Scheme 2. Organophosphorus compounds employed as
organocatalysts for water-crosslinking reaction in EPR-gMTMS system.

electrostatic potential (ESP) mappings were conducted in order to provide the mechanistic insight of the
catalytic active site in the phosphoryl compounds. Interestingly, the Mulliken atomic charge at oxygen of
P=O unit determined correlated well with the catalytic
activities of the phosphoryl compounds. These results
support the proposed conjugated Lewis base-catalytic
mechanism of the phosphoryl compounds, whereby
the P=O unit in a catalyst plays the dominant role to
form the hydrogen-bonding and activate the water
molecule in this system.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
The ethylene-propylene copolymer (EPR) used in this
study was purchased from Clariant Japan. Some data
of the EPR are presented in Table 1. Phosphoric acid
(PA, Tokyo Chemical Industry (TCI) (Tokyo, Japan),
>88%), phenylphosphonic acid (MPPA, TCI (Tokyo,
Japan), >98%), diphenyl phosphinic acid (DPPA, TCI
Polyolefins Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1 (2021)

Sample preparation
The grafting of MTMS onto EPR was performed following procedure [29]; The EPR granules were fed
into a chamber at 120°C and allowed to melt for 15
min. After melting, the premixed MTMS/DCP was
added. The chamber was then heated up to 180°C to
proceed of grafting. The silane grafting yield was approximately 90% on the basis of MTMS. After grafting, the crosslink catalyst, in the amount of 5.0×10-4
mol/100g resin, was added. The 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane-grafted ethylene-propylene copolymer (EPR-g-MTMS) with the organophosphorus compounds was removed from the chamber and
shaped into approximately 1.0 mm thick compression-molded sheets by air pressing. To conduct a
water-crosslinking reaction, the sample sheets were
immersed into a water bath maintained at 30, 50 and
80°C for a defined time for examination of the reaction
in progress. To avoid undesired water-crosslinking reaction while waiting for analysis of further treatment,
the samples were kept under dried conditions.
Table 1. Ethylene-propylene copolymer characteristics used
in this study.

(a)

Mw(a)
/kg mol-1

Mn/Mw(a)

Crystallinity(b)
/wt.%

Ethylene
content(c) /mol %

27.7

0.43

34.9

10.1

Number (Mn)- and weight (Mw)- averaged molecular masses

(b)

Determined by wide-angle X-ray scattering

(c)

Determined by 13C NMR
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Analysis
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was
used to follow the alkoxysilane hydrolysis and condensation reactions in EPR-g-MTMS system. The IR
spectra were recorded using an AVATAR 370 (Thermo Nicolet (USA)) equipped with Smart Orbit Ge attenuated total reflectance accessory (Thermo Nicolet
(USA)) in the range of 800-4000 cm-1 with a resolution of 4 cm-1. The average of 32 spectra was used to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
The gel contents of the crosslinked EPR-g-MTMS
samples were determined by extracting the soluble
fraction with boiling xylene for 6 h in a Soxhlet extractor [30]. The gel fraction was calculated as the percentage ratio of the dried weight of insoluble part (Md)
to the initial weight (Mi) as below equation;
gel content (%) =

Md
× 100
Mi

		

(1)

It is noted that prolonged extraction did not alter the
gel content measurements for the selected samples,
and EPR-g-MTMS samples that had not been watercrosslinked did not contain gel. According to the theory of Flory and Rehner [30], the average molecular
weight between the crosslinks, Mc, is defined as follows;
φp 
3
 φp 
2

M c = -V r p
ln (1 - φp ) + φp + χφp 2 



		

(2)

where V is the molar volume of the solvent (V = 122
cm3/mol), ρp is the polymer density (ρp = 0.89 g/cm3),
ϕp is the volume fraction of polymer in the swollen
gel, and χ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter
between solvent and polymer. Mc value is one of the
most important structural parameters characterizing a
crosslinked polymer, which is directly related to the
crosslink density. ϕp value is calculated as below:
φp =

rs M d
rs M d + r p M s

			

(3)

where ρs is the solvent density (ρs = 0.87 g/cm3). Ms
is the weight of the polymer swelled with solvent just
after xylene extracting.
The Flory-Huggins interaction parameter between
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solvent and polymer, χ, is given by:
χ =V

(δ

s

− δp )
RT

2

				

(4)

where δs and δp are the cohesive energy density of solvent and polymer, respectively. The δs and δp values
used in this study are 18.3 MPa0.5 and 15.2 MPa0.5, respectively [31]. R and T indicate the universal gas constant and the absolute temperature (K), respectively.
Quantum chemical calculations
All the theoretical calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 programming package [32]. The
geometrical optimizations of phosphoryl compounds
applied as a catalyst in this study were calculated using the density functional theory (DFT) with a B3LYP
functional, which was believed to be superior to the
other two methods (ab-initio and MP2) in predicting
molecular properties [33]. The 6-31 basis set was employed for C, H, P, and O atom containing molecules
in all the calculations [34]. DFT calculation could
yield to molecular structure and heat of formation.
According to the procedure recommended by West et
al. [35-36], the conformations of an intermediate for
the hydrolysis and condensation were built by binding the oxygen atom of a nucleophilic complex to the
silicon atom of an alkoxysilane and hydroxysilane, respectively, and then minimizing the energy with DFT
calculation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Water-crosslinking reaction in silane-grafted polyolefin system in the presence of organophosphorus
compounds
We found that the water-crosslinking reaction in
3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane-grafted ethylene-propylene copolymer (EPR-g-MTMS) system
proceeded in the presence of phosphoryl compounds
(O=PR3) acting as catalysts. The organophosphorus compounds evaluated in this study were classified based on their structure into the following four
categories. Phosphoric acids [Phosphoric acid (PA),
phenylphosphonic acid (MPPA) and diphenyl phosphinic acid (DPPA)], phosphoric esters [phenyl phosPolyolefins Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1 (2021)
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phate (MPPE), diphenyl phosphate (DPPE), triphenyl
phosphate (TPPE)], phosphine oxides [triphenylphosphine oxide (TPPO), methyl(diphenyl)phosphine oxide (CH3-DPPO), diphenylphosphinic chloride (ClDPPO), diphenylphosphine oxide (H-DPPO)] and
phosphine [triphenylphosphine (TPP)]. The catalytic
activities of organophosphorus compounds for the
water-crosslinking reaction in this system were evaluated by two methods: attenuated total reflectance
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) measurement and gel fraction measurement. The
former method is a powerful tool for monitoring the
water-crosslinking reaction in this system and determining the reaction kinetics of the hydrolysis reaction
(-Si-OCH3 ® -Si-OH). On the other hand, the later
one is easily observable and evaluates the overall water-crosslinking reaction (-Si-OCH3 ® -Si-O-Si-).
Figure 1 shows the ATR-FTIR spectra collected for
several aging times during the water-crosslinking reaction in EPR-g-MTMS system with TPPO as catalysts
at 80°C. In the initial spectra, the absorption peaks
at 1095 and 1193 cm-1 correspond to Si-O stretching and Si-C stretching [37-38] of the methoxysilane
groups (-Si-OCH3) in MTMS moieties, respectively;
the intensities decrease monotonically with aging
time. In the EPR-g-MTMS system with TPPO, the
new absorption band at 890 cm-1, which is attributed
to silanol (-Si-OH), appears with aging time. With the
further proceeding of water-crosslinking reaction, the
new absorbance peaks at 1048 and 1120 cm-1, which
correspond to single siloxane (-Si-O-Si-) and multisiloxane linkages (-Si=(O)2=Si- or -Si≡(O)3≡Si-)

[37-38], respectively, appear and increase, while the
intensities at 895 cm-1 gradually decrease with aging
time. This result indicates that the successive condensation steps gradually occur after formation of hydrolyzed species in the EPR-g-MTMS system. Although
minor differences did exist, similar spectral changes
were observed in other systems. These results suggest
that the degree of the water-crosslinking reaction in
the EPR-g-MTMS system can be directly monitored
using the ATR-FTIR technique.
In our previous study [29, 39-40], since the diffusion of water into the EPR-g-MTMS was not the
rate-determining step of the water crosslinking reaction, the extent of the hydrolysis reaction of Si-OCH3
groups can be determined from the intensity ratio of
the absorption peak at 1095cm-1 to the reference peak
at 1460 cm-1 (-CH2- groups in EPR backbone). The
dynamics of typical hydrolysis reaction conducted
at various temperatures (30, 50 and 80°C) using PA,
TPPE, TPPO and TPP, respectively, as catalysts are
demonstrated in Figure 2, in which A1095/A1460 ratios
are plotted against aging time. Under these conditions,
all tested systems were able to proceed the hydrolysis
reaction of alkoxysilane groups in the EPR-g-MTMS
system. For detail kinetic analysis of the hydrolysis
reaction, the initial rate, r0hyd (h-1), of this reaction is
defined as below:

Figure 1. Spectral change due to the water-crosslinking reaction of EPR-g-MTMS in the presence of TPPO (5.0 × 10-4
mol/100 g EPR resin) at 80°C measured by the ATR-FTIR
technique. For peak assignment, see text.

Figure 2. Time profile of A1095/A1460 ratio of water-crosslinked
EPR-g-MTMS in the presence of (a) PA, (b) TPPE, (c) TPPO,
and (d) TPP at 30 (open circle), 50 (open triangle), and 80°C
(open square).

Polyolefins Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1 (2021)

0
rhyd
=

d ( A1095 / A1460 )
dt

			

(5)

t=0
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The actual r0hyd values were assessed by differentiating the quadratic equation well-fitted to the observed
points. The catalytic performance of TPP was poor,
while the phosphoryl compounds such as TPPO, PA
and TPPE significantly promoted the hydrolysis reaction in the EPR-g-MTMS system, indicating that the
phosphoryl (P=O) unit in the catalyst was beneficial
for enhancing their catalytic activities for hydrolysis
reaction. Notably, the EPR-g-MTMS system containing TPPO exhibited the higher values of r0hyd than ones
in the presence of other type catalysts. The activation
energy is one of the indices for the evaluation of the
catalytic activity. Generally, the catalyst with better
catalytic activity has lower activation energy. The Arrhenius plot of the hydrolysis reaction in the EPR-gMTMS with several catalysts is displayed in Figure 3.
According to Arrhenius equation:
0
ln
=
rhyd
ln Ahyd −

Ea,hyd
RT

			

(6)

where Ahyd is the frequency factor, T is the absolute
temperature, R is the gas constant and Ea,hyd is the activation energy for the hydrolysis reactions. The Ea,hyd
values obtained from Figure 3 were listed in Table 2 to
directly compare the catalytic activity of the organophosphorus compounds for the hydrolysis reaction in

IPPI

Figure 3. Plots of logarithmic hydrolysis rates as a function
of reciprocal absolute temperature for EPR-g-MTMS in the
presence of (a) phosphoric acids, (b) phosphoric esters, (c)
phosphine oxides, and (d) phosphine. Solid lines were obtained from the analysis with Eq. (6).

this system. The value of Ea,hyd increased in the following order: phosphine oxides < phosphoric acids <
phosphoric esters < phosphine ≈ no catalysts. It can
be inferred that the phosphine oxides show the best
catalytic activity for the hydrolysis reaction in this
system, as confirmed in Figure 2. Among the phosphine oxides, CH3-DPPO showed significantly higher
catalytic activity than other ones. Besides, in case of
the phosphoric acids, it was found that Ea,hyd values remarkably depended on the number of hydroxyl group
(-OH) in the structure. Interestingly, PA exhibited the

Table 2. Calculated Mulliken atomic charge on oxygen at phosphoryl (P=O) unit, activation energy of the hydrolysis (Ea,hyd)
and overall water-crosslinking reaction (Ea,crk) for EPR-g-MTMS and the average molecular weight between cross-links (Mc) for
water-crosslinked EPR-g-MTMS.
Catalyst(a)
Phosphoric acids

Phosphoric esters

Phosphine oxides

Phosphine
without catalyst(f)

Atomic charge(b)
on oxygen at P=O
group

Activation energy / kJ mol-1
Ea,hyd (c)

Ea, crk (d)

Average molecular weight
between crosslinks
Mc(e)/g mol-1

PA

-0.608

38.8 ± 0.5

43.1 ± 1.2

(4.55 ± 0.09) × 104

MPPA

-0.625

35.4 ± 1.5

40.7 ± 1.0

(3.69 ± 0.08) × 104

DPPA

-0.652

28.4 ± 0.2

38.4 ± 0.5

(3.49 ± 0.15) × 104

MPPE

-0.598

39.2 ± 1.1

44.7 ± 0.8

(4.58 ± 0.37) × 104

DPPE

-0.602

38.3 ± 0.6

43.6 ± 1.8

(4.62 ± 0.20) × 104

TPPE

-0.602

39.9 ± 0.2

43.8 ± 1.2

(4.65 ± 0.11) × 104

TPPO

-0.822

15.6 ± 0.8

31.4 ± 0.8

(1.20 ± 0.08) × 104

Cl-DPPO

-0.733

24.0 ± 0.2

36.9 ± 0.3

(1.40 ± 0.10) × 104

H-DPPO

-0.776

19.7 ± 0.2

34.6 ± 0.6

(1.27 ± 0.05) × 104

CH3-DPPO

-0.900

13.7 ± 1.2

30.4 ± 0.4

(1.11 ± 0.08) × 104

TPP

---

45.5 ± 0.8

64.0 ± 1.5

(10.09 ± 0.75) × 104

---

46.5 ± 0.9

66.4 ± 1.2

Catalyst concentration; 5.0 × 10-4 mol/100 g EPR resin
Obtained from DFT calculation at the B3LYP/6-31 level of theory.
(c)
By means of ATR-FTIR
(d)
By means of gel content
(e)
Aged in 80°C water for 24 h
(f)
Ref. 29
(a)
(b)
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maximum Ea,hyd value in the phosphoric acids catalysts
(38.8 kJ mol-1), which is almost equal to the value in
the system containing phosphoric esters. Herein, it is
noted that the catalytic activity of the phosphoric acids
is not dependent on their acid dissociation constant,
pKa (PA: 1.83, MPPA: 1.83, DPPA: 2.32) [21]. These
results indicate that the catalytic activities of the phosphoryl compounds are influenced by the difference in
the substituent. In order to validate and understand the
catalytic active site of the phosphoryl compounds tested in this study, density functional theory (DFT) calculations and molecular electrostatic potential (ESP)
mappings were performed (results were not shown).
ESP correlates with dipole moment, electronegativity, partial charges and the site of chemical reactivity
of the molecule. It provides a visual method to understand the relative polarity of the molecule. Additionally, the atomic charges from Mulliken analysis
were used to elucidate the nature of the P=O unit of
the catalysts. The obtained values of Mulliken charge
at oxygen atom of the P=O unit are also included in
Table 2. As shown in Table 2, a significant downward
of the Mulliken charge was observed with following:
phosphine oxides < phosphoric acids < phosphoric
esters. Clearly, there is a strong correlation between
the Ea,hyd of the phosphoryl compounds and the Mulliken charge at oxygen atom at the P=O unit, i.e. the
phosphine oxides with lower Mulliken charge result
in higher catalytic activity correspondingly (Table 2).
The ESP mapping demonstrated that the electron density was more localized on the P=O unit by decreasing
the hydroxyl functional group in phosphoric acids. A
possible explanation is that the high electron density
on the P=O unit causes to enhance its Lewis basicity,
making it preferential site in a nucleophilic attack [4142]. Consequently, the kinetic and theoretical results
indicate that the catalytic activities of the phosphoryl
compounds for the hydrolysis reaction mainly depend
on the Lewis basicity of the P=O unit. On the basis of
these results, the catalytic mechanism of the phosphoryl compounds will be discussed below.
In general, the quantity of gel is used to evaluate the
crosslinking degree of resins and rubbers [29]. In this
study, the gel content measurement is used to study
the kinetics of the overall water-crosslinking reaction
in the EPR-g-MTMS system containing organophosPolyolefins Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1 (2021)
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phorous compounds. Figure 4 shows the time profile
of gel contents of the crosslinked EPR-g-MTMS in
the presence of PA, TPPE, TPPO and TPP. The degree
of gel contents was found to be highly dependent on
the catalyst and the aging temperature. Without the
catalysts, the gel content was negligible after 6h. Conversely, in EPR-g-MTMS with TPPO system, the gel
content has reached more than 85%. This was very
favorable result compared to the EPR-g-MTMS system containing PA, TPPE and TPP. In the case of PA,
TPPE and TPPO, the overall water-crosslinking reaction would be proceeded, however, 24 h were required
to approach over 85% even at 80°C. To more precisely
compare the catalytic activities for the overall watercrosslinking reaction, kinetic studies for each catalyst
were performed. Initial overall water-crosslinking reaction rate, r0crk (% h-1), can be expressed using gel
content value as below:
0
rcrk
=

d ( gel content )
dt

			

(7)

t=0

The actual r0crd values were assessed by differentiating the quadratic equation well-fitted to the observed
points. The effect of the catalysts on the initial overall
water-crosslinking reaction is obvious; that is, EPRg-MTMS with TPPO has a much faster initial overall water-crosslinking reaction rate than that with PA,
TPPE and TPP. The difference in the initial rate can
be ascribed to collisional efficiency, which is probably
due to the diffusion behavior of the organophosphoryl
compounds in the EPR-g-MTMS system. Although

Figure 4. Time profile of gel content of water-crosslinked
EPR-g-MTMS in the presence of (a) PA, (b) TPPE, (c)
TPPO, and (d) TPP at 30 (open circle), 50 (open triangle),
and 80°C (open square).
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we cannot still measure the diffusion of organophosphoryl compounds in the EPR-g-MTMS system, these
results clearly indicate that the initial overall watercrosslinking rate is affected by the catalysts structures.
This finding may be very important in understanding
a comprehensive catalytic mechanism for the watercrosslinking reaction, and will also be discussed in
the next section. Figure 5 shows the plots of logarithmic initial overall water-crosslinking reaction rates of
EPR-g-MTMS with various catalysts as a function of
the reciprocal absolute temperature. These data can be
well fitted with a straight line over a significant temperature range. According to Eq. (8), the activation
energies for the overall water-crosslinking reaction
were determined from the slope observed in the plots.
0
ln
=
rcrk
ln Acrk −

Ea,crk
RT

			

(8)

where Acrk is the frequency factor for overall watercrosslinking reactions and Ea,crk is the activation energy for the overall water-crosslinking reactions. The
least squares linear regression is very reliable (R2 >
0.98). The observed values of Ea,crk are also listed in
Table 2. From Table 2, it is evident at a glance that
the phosphoryl compounds, especially the phosphine
oxides, also have a strong catalytic performance not
only on the hydrolysis reaction but also on the overall water-crosslinking reaction of EPR-g-MTMS. As
with the case of the hydrolysis reaction, the values of
Ea,crk increased following order: phosphine oxides <

Figure 5. Plots of logarithmic overall water-crosslinking
rates as a function of reciprocal absolute temperature for
EPR-g-MTMS in the presence of (a) phosphoric acids, (b)
phosphoric esters, (c) phosphine oxides, and (d) phosphine.
Solid lines were obtained from the analysis with Eq. (8).
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phosphoric acids < phosphoric esters < phosphine ≈
no catalysts. This result indicates that the phosphine
oxides possessing an O=PR3 have a high catalytic performance on the overall water-crosslinking reaction
compared to phosphoric acids/esters (O=P(OR’)3) and
phosphine (PR3).
The molecular weight of the chains between crosslinked EPR, Mc, is an important parameter that determines how far a network can extend to accommodate
solvent and solute molecules, and thus is a crucial
property of the crosslinked network for the potential
application of silane-grafted polyolefin resins [43].
This parameter was calculated using the Flory-Rehner
equation as described above and the results are shown
in Table 2. Their values remarkably depend on the catalysts type, indicated that the phosphoryl compounds
also play an important role on the silane water-crosslinking network structure of the crosslinked EPR. The
Mc values obtained by the phosphine oxides are considerably smaller than the ones obtained by the other
catalysts, indicating the crosslinked EPR-g-MTMS
catalyzed by phosphine oxides consisted of the highdensity network structure. Based on the silicate solgel chemistry knowledge, under the base-catalyzed
conditions, the sol-gel derived siloxane networks
yield more highly branched clusters which do not interpenetrate prior to gelation and thus behave as discrete clusters (so-called “monomer-cluster growth”)
[44-45]. In spired by this knowledge, we concluded
that the phosphoryl compounds-catalytic mechanism
for the water-crosslinking reaction closely resembled
the silicate hydrolysis-condensation reactions catalyzed by basic catalyst. The detail catalytic mechanism of the phosphoryl compounds will be discussed
in the following section.
Calculated equilibrium geometries for complexes
with phosphine oxides and water molecule
The equilibrium geometries for complexes of CH3DPPO, TPPO, H-DPPO and Cl-DPPO with water
molecule in vacuum were obtained at the B3LYP/6-31
level of theory, see Figure 6. In all case, there is a reasonably short POH hydrogen bond (1.78 – 1.86 Å).
Moreover, CH3-DPPO enabled to form the shorter hydrogen bond with water molecule than the other phosphine oxides. Experimentally, it was indeed observed
Polyolefins Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1 (2021)
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the condensation reactions, respectively. All energies
of both reactions in the presence of phosphine oxides
are listed in Table 3. The values of energy barrier were
calculated for the hydrolysis and the condensation reaction in the presence of phosphine oxides according
to Eq. (9):
DH = H inter - H ini 				

Figure 6. Calculated equilibrium structures of the complex of
phosphine oxides with water molecule in vacuum. The bond
length is given next to corresponding POH hydrogen bond.

that CH3-DPPO was a stronger Lewis base than the
others and the Lewis basicity of phosphine oxides was
correlated to the hydrogen bond length obtained from
the DFT calculation.
Additionally, a comprehensive computational study
was conducted using the DFT theory to determine
possible mechanistic pathways of the silane watercrosslinking reaction in the presence of phosphine
oxides. To make the computational study tractable,
methyltrimethoxysilane (CH3Si(OCH3)3) and trihydroxylmethylsilane (CH3Si(OH)3) were selected for
the model reaction. The reaction pathways were determined for the hydrolysis and the condensation reactions to form a silanol and siloxane, respectively, for
the presence of phosphine oxides (TPPO, CH3-DPPO,
H-DPPO and Cl-DPPO). The heat of formation was
calculated on the basis of total energy value for reactants, intermediates and products in the hydrolysis and

(9)

where Hini and Hinter are the energies of reactants and
intermediates in both reactions, respectively. As a
configuration of typical results calculated by DFT, the
hydrolysis reaction for CH3Si(OCH)3 in the presence
of CH3-DPPO is shown in Figure 7. In an intermediate (CH3Si(OCH)3-H2O-CH3-DPPO complex) for the
hydrolysis, its stability seems to arise from a pentacoordinated silicon and O•••Si and O•••H hydrogen
bonds. Figure 8 shows the condensation reaction of
two CH3Si(OH)3 in the presence of CH3-DPPO. An
intermediate consisted of CH3Si(OH)3-CH3-DPPO
complex via a silanol-phosphoryl hydrogen bond, and
another CH3Si(OH)3 was attained for condensation.
The geometry most likely for condensation is similar
to that for hydrolysis shown in Figure 7. Moreover,
the energy barrier order for hydrolysis and condensation was of the same tendency (CH3-DPPO < TPPO <
H-DPPO < Cl-DPPO). Although these results cannot
directly deal with the reactions in the EPR-g-MTMS
system, the results show a complex involvement between the phosphine oxide and the water molecule
in suggesting the catalytic mechanism of phosphoryl
compounds for the water-crosslinking reaction.
Mechanism of water-crosslinking reaction in the
EPR-g-MTMS system with phosphoryl compounds
On the basis of the phenomena described above, we
have proposed a potential conjugated Lewis base cata-

Table 3. Heat of formation energies for reacts (Hini), intermediates (Hinter) and products (Hprod) in the hydrolysis and condensation
reaction in the presence of several phosphine oxides (CH3-DPPO, TPPO, H-DPPO and Cl-DPPO) and calculated energy gaps (ΔH).

(a)

Hydrolysis

Phosphine oxides
Catalyst

Hini(a)

CH3-DPPO
TPPO
H-DPPO
Cl-DPPO

-4370.77
-4871.53
-4272.75
-5474.26

Hinter(a)

Condensation
DH

Hprod(a)

Hini(a)

/ 107 kJ mol-1
-4344.28
-4844.31
-4242.32
-5441.50

26.48
27.22
30.44
32.76

Hinter(a)

DH

Hprod(a)

/ 107 kJ mol-1
-4357.28
-4857.32
-4257.37
-5459.67

-5336.81
-5839.45
-5250.58
-6455.02

-5289.66
-5787.04
-5187.70
-6386.85

47.15
52.41
64.98
68.17

-5304.84
-5805.04
-5204.94
-6407.24

In vacuo calculated with B3LYP/6-31 at 298.15 K.
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Figure 7. Geometries for CH3-DPPO catalyzed hydrolysis
reaction.

Figure 8. Geometries for CH3-DPPO catalyzed condensation reaction.

lytic mechanism of the phosphoryl compounds for the
water-crosslinking reaction in the EPR-g-MTMS system. Scheme 3 shows the possible elementary pathways in the water-crosslinking reaction of EPR-gMTMS using the phosphoryl compounds as catalysts.
A water-crosslinking reaction is considered to be pro-

ceeded through the following steps: (a) hydrogen and
oxygen atoms within the water molecules have polar
covalent bonds. It is well-known that the chemical features of phosphoric acid and related compounds manifest themselves in the greater nucleophilicity of the
phosphoryl oxygen and electrophilicity of the phos-

Scheme 3. Possible catalytic cycle for water-crosslinking reaction in silane-grafted polyolefin system with phosphoryl compounds.
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phorus atom. Therefore, the phosphine oxide based
compounds would readily form conjugated Lewis
bases with water molecules (Scheme 3A). These conjugated Lewis bases act as strong nucleophilic species. (b) The nucleophilic water moiety of conjugated
Lewis base naturally attacks the less-crowded backside of silicon atom in an SN2 manner and then forms
the ternary intermediate state (methoxysilane group/
water/phosphoryl compound) via weak O•••Si and
O•••H bonds, eventually leading to silanol, methanol,
and original phosphoryl compounds. (c) Activation of
the silanol group by the hydrogen-bonding complex of
the phosphoryl catalyst similarly leads to an increase
in the rate of siloxane bond (Si-O-Si) formation in
the condensation step. At this stage, we do not have
experimental evidence to support this path to form a
nucleophilic attack on the silicon center of the alkoxysilane group. Nevertheless, a similar mechanism
is widely adopted in kinetics to nucleophilic substitutions at the center of silicon in traditional silicate solgel chemistry. For example, Bassindale suggested that
the conjugation of the silanol group and base catalyst
via hydrogen-bonding leads to partial proton transfer
from silanol group to the catalysts, resulting in the formation of the Si-O-Si linkages from the reaction between the conjugated Lewis base and another silanol
group [46].
As shown in Figure 6 and Scheme 3, the conjugated Lewis base of the phosphoryl compound and
the water molecule is a ley structure to understand
the origin of the catalytic efficiency of the phosphoryl compounds in the EPR-g-MTMS system. Note
that phosphoric acids and phosphoric esters exhibited lower catalytic activities for both hydrolysis and
overall water-crosslinking reactions than phosphine
oxides. According to literature reported by Tolstoy et
al. [47], phosphoric acids or phosphoric esters easily
form the water-bridged cyclic dimers and trimers via
the inter/intramolecular contiguous hydrogen bonds in
the aqueous system. Consequently, opportunities for
the SN2-Si pathway via a nucleophilic attack may be
restricted by the steric and electronic requirements of
the comparatively bulky conjugated Lewis base in the
EPR-g-MTMS system (Scheme 3B). It is well-known
that phosphoric acid/esters show the high nucleophilic
property of O=P(OR’)3 unit, leading to the formation
Polyolefins Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1 (2021)
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of a network consisting of silicophosphate (Si-O-P)
linkages by the transesterification reaction [48-50].
Phosphoric acids/esters are consumed to form Si-OP linkages and eventually do not act as catalysts on
the condensation steps. Further mechanistic studies
are underway on the water-crosslinking reaction catalyzed by various phosphoryl compounds (conjugated
Lewis bases).

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have developed an organocatalytic
water-crosslinking reaction in the 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane-grafted ethylene-propylene
copolymer (EPR-g-MTMS) system using the various
organophosphorus compounds as catalysts. Phosphoryl compounds, in particular phosphine oxides, were
found to promote the water-crosslinking reaction more
efficiently. Kinetic studies and DFT calculations indicated that the catalytic activity of the phosphoryl compounds depended on their Lewis basicity. Although the
details of the catalytic mechanism are unknown, DFT
calculations were performed to determine the relation
with phosphine oxides and hydrogen donors, suggesting the formation of the hydrogen bonding leads to the
nucleophilic activation of the water molecule in the
reaction system. The use of phosphoryl compounds as
catalysts will enable to expand the scope of the metalfree water-crosslinking reaction in the silane-grafted
polyolefin system and may lead to the development of
new advanced materials for industry and environment.
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